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Abstract

Stochastically assembled nanoscale architectures have the potential to achieve device densities 100

times greater than today’s CMOS. A key challenge facing nanotechnologies is controlling parallel

sets of nanowires, such as those in crossbars, using a moderate number of mesoscale wires. Three

methods have been proposed to control NWs using a set of perpendicular mesoscale wires. The first is

based on nanowire differentiation during manufacture, thesecond makes random connections between

nanowires and mesoscale wires, and the third, a mask-based approach, interposes high-K dielectric

regions between nanowires and mesoscale wires. All three addressing schemes involve a stochastic step

in their implementation. In this paper we analyze the mask-based approach and show that a large number

of mesoscale control wires is necessary for its realization.

Index Terms: Emerging technologies, memory structures, stochastic processes

I. I NTRODUCTION

The crossbar, a simple but well-known connection network, consists of two orthogonal sets

of parallel wires (see Figure 1). Switches are positioned atthe crosspoints defined by the

intersections of pairs of wires. Crossbars can be used as switching networks, memories, and

programmed logic arrays.

Chemists have developed methods to assemble nanowires (NWs) into crossbars [1], [2], [3],

[4]. They have realized switches by placing a thin layer of bistable molecules, such as rotaxanes or

[2]-catenanes, between two orthogonal sets of NWs [5], [6], [7]. When a large positive or negative

electric field is applied between two orthogonal NWs, the molecules at their crosspoint become

either conducting or nonconducting. A smaller electric field can then measure the conductivity

of the crosspoint without changing it.

A number of methods have been devised to produce NWs using vapor-liquid-solid (VLS)

processes [8], [9], nanoimprinting [10], superlattice NW pattern transfer (SNAP) [2], and nano-

lithography [11], [3]. NWs produced through VLS can be differentiated. They can be grown with

different electrical or chemical properties before being stochastically assembled into crossbars.

NWs produced by the other three methods are undifferentiated.

Both differentiated and undifferentiated NWs must interfacewith larger mesoscale technology.

An important challenge is to control individual NWs with mesoscale wires (MWs) without losing

the high crosspoint density NWs allow. This challenge can be met by a) positioning MWs at right
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Fig. 1. A crossbar formed from two orthogonal sets of NWs with programmable molecules (PMs) at crosspoints defined by
intersecting orthogonal NWs. NWs are segmented into contact groups connected to pairs of ohmic contacts (OCs). To activate
a NW in one dimension, a contact group is activated and MWs are used to deactivate all but one NW in that group. Data is
stored at a crosspoint by applying a large electric field across it. Data is sensed with a smaller field after disconnecting OCs
using the two additional MWs.

angles to the NWs and b) using MWs to apply electric fields to lightly doped regions of NWs.

The application of an electric field to an exposed lightly doped region drives the conductance of

that NW low. (See Fig. 2.) In other words, NWs combined with MWs form field effect transistors

(FETs). Turning on a subset of the MWs turns off some subset of the NWs.

A decoder is a circuit that addresses(leaves conducting)one NW (or a desired subset of

NWs) by associating it with some subset of MWs. As explained in Section II, the following

three methods have been proposed to control NWs with MWs: a) grow differentiated NWs

containing lightly doped regions then place a random subsetof the NWs on a chip using fluidic

self-assembly [13], [14]; b) make random contacts between MWs and undifferentiated NWs [15],

[16]; and c) randomly place lithographically defined high-Kdielectric regions between MWs and

undifferentiated lightly doped NWs [17].

The number of MWs needed to controlN NWs with high probability has been determined

analytically for the first [18], [19], [20] and second method[15], [20], [16]. Here we analyze

the third method, which is implemented using a randomized mask-based decoder. We show that
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Fig. 2. A method for addressing six differentiated modulation-doped NWs{nw1, . . . , nw6} with four large mesoscale wires
(MWs) {mw1, . . . , mw4}. The lightly doped regions of each NW are highlighted. A NW is nonconducting if it has a doped
region adjacent to a MW carrying a high electric field. If exactly two of the four MWs carry a high field, exactly one of the
six NWs conducting. This idea is developed in [12].

for very reasonable assumptions it requires a large number of MWs.

Mask-based decoders (see Section II) are designed to work with undifferentiated NWs pro-

duced by nanoimprinting [10] or the SNAP process [2], [11]. These decoders use lithographically

defined mesoscale rectangular regions of high-K dielectric(we call theseLRs) to allow each

MW to make some subsets of the NWs nonconducting (see Figure 3). Lithography, however,

puts a lower limit on the size of such regions. The smallest regions must be randomly shifted

to ensure all pairs of adjacent NWs are controlled by different subsets of MWs. This makes it

possible to address individual NWs, but requires a large number of MWs, as we show.

A. Overview of the Paper

In Section II we describe three methods of addressing NWs withMWs: a) “encoded-NW

decoders,” b) “randomized-contact decoders,” and c) “mask-based decoders.” In Section III we

model the control MWs exert over NWs. We then focus specificallyon masked-based decoders,

giving a condition that LRs must satisfy in order for each NW tobe addressed individually.

Methods for manufacturing undifferentiated NWs and mask-based decoders are described in

Section IV. The limitations on photolithography that lead to uncertainties in the placement of

LRs are examined and modeled probabilistically. This model is used in Section V to begin an

analysis of the “randomizedn-cycle mask-based decoder.” In this decoder, groups of adjacent

NWs are connected to ohmic contacts. A mask-based decoder is then used to control individual
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NWs within each group. Our goal is to determined how many MWs arerequired to individually

address each NW.

In Section VI we present and analyze three models for the random placement of LRs that

capture variation in LR placement as well as choices that a designer has in transferring LRs

to a chip using one or several masks. These models are abstracted into three generalizations of

the standard coupon collector problem: a) the “coupon collector problem with failures,” b) the

“targeted coupon collector problem,” and c) the “multi-stage targeted coupon collector problem.”

In the standard coupon collector problem one ofC coupons is selected with probability1/C at

each trial. The problem is to determine how many independenttrials are required to collect all

coupons with high probability. Here we consider more general probability distributions.

Drawing on the results in Section VI, the performance of the randomizedn-cycle mask-based

decoder is summarized in Section VII. Section VIII discusses several practical considerations

for designing of mask-based decoders. Conclusions are drawnin Section IX.

II. A DDRESSINGNWS WITH MWS

This section describes three methods for addressing NWs withMWs. Each method assumes

that NWs are divided into groups of approximately 10 adjacentNWs, calledcontact groups.

Each contact group is connected to a separate ohmic contact.When a NW is addressed, a contact

group is selected using standard CMOS circuitry, then all butone NW within the group is made

nonconducting by turning on some subset of the MWs. All three methods of addressing NWs

with MWs introduce uncertainty with regard to which MWs address which NWs. Thus, each

method requires programmable circuitry to map external binary addresses to subsets of MWs.

A. Differentiated NW Decoders

Lieberet al have shown that differentiated NWs can be assembled into crossbars using fluidic

methods [13], [14]. When NWs are manufactured using a VLS process, they can be grown with

a pattern of lightly and heavily doped sections along their length [21], [22], [23], a process

known as “modulation doping.” Many copies of differently patterned NWs are collected in a

large ensemble and deposited on a chip. As a result, the NWs in each contact group have doping

patterns selected at random from the larger ensemble. NWs with distinct doping patterns can be
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individually addressed with MWs, as described in Fig. 2. Thisencoded-NW decoderis analyzed

in [18], [24], [19].

Dehonet al show that allN NWs can be individually addressed more than 99% of the time

usingM MWs whenM ≥ ⌈2.2 log2 N⌉+11 [18]. Three other addressing strategies are explored

by Gojmanet al [24], [19]. These include a) individually addressing half of the NWs in each

contact group and b) addressing each NW doping pattern in at leastp contact groups. Their

analysis indicates that these two strategies require less area than the strategy that requires all

NWs within each contact group be addressable [18]. A new technique for encoding of NWs

through the use of shells of different types has also been proposed and shown to be competitive

with modulation doping [25].

B. Randomized Contact NW Decoders

The randomized-contact decoderwas proposed by Williams and Kuekes [15]. It controlsN

NWs with M MWs by making random contacts between them with probability of 1/2. They

state thatM ≥ 5 log2 N MWs suffice to provide unique addresses to allN NWs [15]. This

method has been analyzed empirically and approximately by Hogg et al [16] who show that the

probability that all NWs in a contact group are controllable rises rapidly to near 1 asM increases

from slightly less than4 log2 N to slightly more than6 log2 N . They also explore the number

of MWs needed when contacts are imperfect. Rachlin and Savage have done a mathematical

analysis of this model and derive bounds on the number of MWs needed to ensure that all NWs

are controllable with probability at least1 − ǫ [20].

C. Mask-Based NW Decoders

The third decoder [26], [17], called amask-based decoder, places lithographically-defined

high-K dielectric regions in between MWs and lightly doped NWs. If an LR lies between a

set of NWs and a MW, those NWs are made nonconducting by that MW when it carries a

sufficiently strong electric field. Manufacturing constraints limit the precision with which LRs

can be placed. These manufacturing constraints are described below.

An idealizedlogarithmic mask-based decoderis shown in Figure 3 (a) [27]. This decoder

usesk pairs of MWs to controlN = 2k NWs. For1 ≤ j ≤ log2 N the two MWs in thejth pair

each lie over a row of2j−1 evenly spaced LRs. These two rows of LRs cover complementary
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Fig. 3. Three mask-based decoders in which horizontal MWs lie acrossvertical NWs. The dark gray rectangles indicate the
locations of high-K lithographically-defined dielectric regions (LRs) under the MWs. The regions under a MW determine which
NWs become nonconducting when that MW carries an electric field. (a) A logarithmic mask-based decoder which uses2 log N
MWs to select one ofN NWs. (b) A hybrid mask-based decoder in which rows of the smallest manufacturable LRs are shifted
and repeated to provide control over individual NWs. (c) A randomized mask-based decoder in which small groups of NWs are
connected to an ohmic contact (bottom).

halves of the NWs (See Figure 3(a)). When a field is applied to oneof the two MWs in a pair,

exactly half of the NWs are turned off. Each pair of MWs turns offhalf of the NWs left on

by the previous pair. This allows a logarithmic mask-based decoder to select exactly one NW

to remain conducting when a field is applied to one MW in each ofthe k pairs of MWs. A

logarithmic mask-based decoder thus assigns a unique address to each of theN undifferentiated

NWs using2 log2 N MWs.

Unfortunately, the logarithmic mask-based decoder isn’t feasible. It requires that LRs have

lengths that are equal to the pitch of NWs and that the positionof their boundaries be tightly

controlled, characteristics that cannot be met with lithography. As an alternative Beckmanet al

have proposed thehybrid decoder [17] to cope with this uncertainty. (See Figure 3 (b).) This

decoder has linear and logarithmic portions.

The logarithmic portion is a logarithmic mask-based decoder that resolves the set of active

NWs down to a small contact group ofw NWs. In the linear portion of the hybrid decoder the

goal is to have one LR left boundary and one LR right boundary fall in the space between each

pair of NWs. If each LR has length exactly equal tow NW pitches,2w rows of LRs would
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suffice to allow fields to be applied to MWs so that one NW in a set of w NWs is active and

the rest inactive, a condition derived in Section III-A.

We refer to the2w rows of evenly spaced LRs, where each row is offset by one NW pitch

from the previous rows, asone cycle. Because this type of precision isn’t possible at the

nanometer scale, multiple cycles are needed to ensure that with high probability both left and

right LR boundaries fall between pairs of NWs. (See Figure 3 (c).) We refer to these cycles as

a randomized n-cycle linear decoder

Since the placement of LRs is difficult to control at the nanometer scale, it is more likely

that the logarithmic portion of the mask-based decoder would be replaced by conventional

lithographic-scale decoder in which contact groups ofw NWs are connected to pairs of ohmic

contacts and one contact group activated at a time by this decoder. A randomizedn-cycle linear

decoder is then created for each contact group, all of which share the same set of MWs. We call

this a randomized n-cycle mask-based decoderand analyze its performance in Section VII.

III. C RITERIA FOR NW ADDRESSABILITY

In all of the decoders described in Section II, turning on a MWincreases the resistance of

some random subset of NWs. When multiple MWs are turned on, the increases in resistance

introduced by each MWadd. When a NW is addressed, its resistance must be much less than

the resistance of allw − 1 other NWs in the same contact groupwhencombined in parallel.

When all MWs are turned off, letrlow denote the maximum resistance of any one NW. A

MW controls a section of a NW if, when turned on, it increases the NW’s totalresistance by

an amount much larger thanwrlow. This ensures that when a MW is turned on, the combined

resistance of the NWs it controls is greater than the resistance of the NW being addressed. The

section of the NW under that MW is said to becontrollable. Conversely, the section of a NW

under a MW isnoncontrollable if the MW increases a NWs resistance by an amount much less

thanrlow. Finally the section isambiguous if it is neither controllable nor noncontrollable.

A MW controls, does not affect, or is ambiguous with respect toa NW if the NW has

a section that is controllable, noncontrollable or ambiguous underneath that MW. A NW,ni, is

individually addressable if there exists some subset of MWs,S, such that every MW inS does

not affectni and every other NW in the same contact group asni is controlled by at least one

NW in S.
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A. Conditions for NW Control in the Linear Decoder

In a mask-based decoder, the locations of the LRs determine which MWs control which NWs.

Consider adjacent NWsna and nb wherena is to the left ofnb. If a LR under a MW has a

left boundary betweenna and nb, the section ofna under the MW is uncontrollable and the

section ofnb under the MW is controllable. As the LR’s left boundary moves rightward there

is a point at which the section ofnb goes from being controllable to ambiguous. Similarly,

as the boundary moves leftward there is a point at which the section of na goes from being

noncontrollable to ambiguous. The region between these twolimits is called theinterNW region .

The following condition ensures that all pairs of NWs in a group of consecutive NWs are

individually addressable.

Lemma III.1 Assume that the length of and separation between LRs both spanat leastw NWs.

All NWs in a group ofw consecutive NWs are addressable if and only if the left boundary and

right boundary of two different LRs fall in the interNW region associated with each of thew−1

pairs of consecutive NWs.

Proof: A NW ni is individually addressable if and only if there exist a subset of MWs,

denotedSi, such that no MW inSi affectsni and allw−1 other NWs are controlled by at least

one MW in Si.

For the “if” case assume allconsecutivepairs of NWs have left and right LR boundaries in

the interNW regions between them and consider an arbitrary NW na. There exists a MWm1

that lies on top of a LR whose left boundary is in the interNW region to the right ofna. Since

the LR must have a length spanning at leastw NWs, MW m1 controls all NWs in question to

the right ofna. Similarly, there exists a MWm2 that lies on top of a LR whose right boundary

is in the interNW region to the left ofna. This MW controls all the NWs in question to the left

of na. The setSa = {m1,m2} individually addressesna.

For the “only if” case, assume all NWs are independently addressable. Consider any two

adjacent NWs,na andnb, wherena is to the left ofnb and Iab is the interNW region between

them. If na is individually addressable, there must be a MW inSa that controlsnb but not

na. This implies that the LR under this MW has its left boundary in Iab. Similarly, sincenb is

individually addressable, there exists a MW that controlsna but notnb, and thus some LR has
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its right boundary inIab as well.

This lemma proves thatw consecutive NWs are controllable when right and left LR boundaries

lie in each ofw − 1 interNW regions. As explained in Section IV, LR boundaries are placed

stochastically.Consequently,many rows of LRs are necessary to ensure that these conditions

hold with high probability.

This closely resembles the classiccoupon collector problem in which a random “coupon”

(here an interNW region) is collected at each ofT trials (here LRs). One then asks how large

T must be for each coupon to be collected with high probability. It is well-known thatT must

be proportional toC ln C. In Section VI we introduce variants of the coupon collectorproblem

that are relevant to the randomized mask-based decoder.

IV. STOCHASTIC ASSEMBLY OFMASK-BASED DECODERS

The randomized mask-based decoder can be used to control anytype of long, straight and

uniformly-spaced, lightly doped semiconducting NWs. This decoder was first proposed for use

with NWs produced by the superlattice nanowire pattern transfer method (SNAP) [2]. It can also

be used with NWs grown by nanoimprinting [10], [7].

SNAP uses molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) to make a GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice from which

the AlGaAs layer is etched back, creating a sawtoothed blockface. Metal is deposited through

evaporation on edges and pressed onto an adhesive layer on silicon. After the superlattice is

removed, metallic NWs remain attached to the silicon. These metallic NWs are used as a

nanometer-scale mask for a thin silicon layer residing on top of silicon oxide to produce silicon

NWs [11]. SNAP has also been shown to produce very long (2-3mm), small (8-10nm), and

largely defect-free NWs having a uniform pitch (16-60nm) that can be deposited on a chip with

each application of SNAP

In more recent experiments [17] SNAP has been used to create an array of 150 silicon

NWs with width 13nm and pitch 34nms. To produce lightly doped NWs, the silicon is doped

before metallic wire deposition and silicon NW etching. After exposing silicon NWs, a light

etching is done to remove the top few nanometers so that the dopant concentration is reduced

to a controllable level. Control over groups of consecutive of NWs was demonstrated using

lithographically produced high-K dielectric regions.
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A. LR Manufacture

To deposit LRs on a chip using lithography one or more masks areconstructed containing

multiple rectangular openings. When openings are first made in masks, a one-time process, the

separation between the rectanglesas well as their sizecan vary somewhat from their intended

values. Additionally, when masks are used, it is difficult tocontrol the precise alignment of the

openings with the NWs. The offset of a mask from its intended location may be large.

After light is passed through the openings in a mask onto a photoresist, an etching process

either removes the lithographically defined regions (positive photoresist) or their complement

(negative photoresist). The duration of the etching process, which cannot be precisely controlled,

causes variation in the length and width of the LRs.

Let ρ denote the pitch of the NWs. We refer to the intended location of a LR’s right or left

boundary, relative to the NWs, as its nominal location. Variation in mask manufacture, mask

placement, and mask application, all cause a LR’s endpoint tovary from its nominal location. In

the absence of variation,2w left and2w right LR boundaries suffice to create a perfect 1-cycle

linear decoder (see Lemma III.1). Variation, however, introduces the need for multiple cycles,

which we assume are placed using one or more masks.

E-beam lithography is currently too expensive for mass production, but it sets a limit on the

best possible conditions. Using it a) masks can be offset by 50 to 100nms from their intended

locations, b) the length and relative placement of rectangular mask openings can vary by 5 to

10 nms from their intended locations on a mask, and c) etching of photoresist can increase the

length of LRs by up to 5nms on a chip [28]. If photolithography is used, the longer wavelength

of the radiation results in larger variations in these parameters. Uncertainty in mask placement

and variation in mask manufacture are independent of the type of lithography employed.

B. Modeling Variation in Mask Placement

Let doff be the offset of a mask from its ideal location, which we assume places the

nominal locations of LR boundaries at the midpoint between NWs. doff is defined in terms of

the location of a particular but arbitrary LR boundary that we call thecanonical LR boundary,

LR0. (See Figure 4.) Ifdoff can be large relative to a NW pitchρ, as we assume is the case,

then the assumed uniformity in the placement of NWs allows us to replacedoff by the phase

difference θ which is restricted to the interval−ρ/2 ≤ θ ≤ ρ/2. Note thatθ = 0 corresponds
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ρdoff

LR0

wρ

Fig. 4. Each LR has a nominal location on a mask indicated by dashed lines.Its actual location depends on random peturbances
in endpoints denoted by random variables{dk}. The location of a mask containing LRs is specified by relative offsetdoff to
a canonical LR denoted LR0. Also note in this figure,θ = ρ/2, w = 4, and full cycle of LRs would consist of2w = 8 rows.
LEFT BOUNDARY OF LR0 SHOULD BE IN THE SPACE BETWEEN NWs.

to the boundary LR0 being at the middle of the space between two NWs. It is not important

which two NWs it lies between.

Because we assume that the variation ofdoff is large relative toρ, we modelθ as a uniform

random variable (r.v.) over the interval [−ρ/2, ρ/2]. If the variation indoff is small, as

would be the case when the width and pitch of NWs is large, a non-uniform distribution indoff

would be appropriate, a case that we ignore.

C. Modeling Variation in LR Boundary Placement

When θ is fixed, uncertainties in LR boundary locations result fromuncertainties in a) the

inscribing of rectangles on masks, b) the exposure of photoresist by electromagnetic radiation

through mask rectangles, and c) the photoresist etching time. We collect all these variations in a

r.v., d, associated with each LR boundary. The actual location of a LR boundary is determined

by θ, the offset of the nominal location of the boundary relativeto the adjacent NWs, andd,

the change in the position of the boundary relative to its nominal location.

We assume thatd has a symmetric probability distributionf(d) that decreases monotonically

with d from d = 0. This reflects the fact that small variations ind are expected and variations
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are equally likely to be positive or negative. We also assumethat the r.v.s{dk} associated with

LR left and right boundaries are statistically independentand identically distributed.

Lemma III.1 states that for all NWs to be controllable, a LR right and left boundary must fall

in each interNW region between each pair of consecutive NWs. If a LR boundary does not fall

into an interNW region, the LR boundary is said tofail . If a boundary does not fail, it may fall

in the interNW region closest to its nominal location, or some other interNW region. We refer

to the interNW region closest to the nominal location as thetargeted interNW region

For each LR boundary we letpi(θ) be theprobability, given a mask phase difference ofθ,

that a LR boundary moves i regions to the right (left) from its targeted interNW region,

when i is positive (negative).Because the r.v.s{dk} are statistically independent whenθ is

fixed, the conditional joint probability that LR boundarieson a given mask fall into particular

interNW regions is the product of thepi(θ).

The facts cited in Section IV-A suggest that a LR boundary will vary by at most a few NW

pitches when the mask offsetdoff is fixed. That is,qi(θ) will be non-zero only for small absolute

values ofi. We assume,pi(θ) = 0 for i ≥ w. Since the right (and left) boundaries of LRs under

the same MW are separated by2wρ, only one such boundary has a nonzero probability of

landing in any particular interNW region.

D. Additional Sources of LR Boundary Variation

LRs can also be placed using a stamping process [28]. The LRs in astamp could then be

inscribed using E-beam lithography and the stamp used multiple times. Two issues arise in the

use of a stamp, a) uncertainties in the length and separationof LRs grow with the number of

stampings and b) large uncertainties arise in the angular orientation of a stamp relative to NWs.

It is estimated that the latter could be as large as 20 to 30 degrees. E-beamlithographymay

also introduce a small amount of angularuncertainty.

We do not explicitly model either the degradation of stamps nor the angular uncertainty

introduced by both stamping and E-beam lithography in this paper. We believe, however, that

these sources of variation can still be analyzed using our methods. Both have the effect of

increasing the length of LR, and decreasing the amount of space between NWs. As a result,

the width of an interNW region shrinks because sections of NWsthat would otherwise be

noncontrollable become ambiguous. This in turn reduces each pi(θ).
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V. A NALYZING THE RANDOMIZED MASK-BASED DECODER

The randomized n-cycle and mask-based decoderuses a standard CMOS decoder to activate

a contactgroup ofw NWs. The high-K dielectric regions are then used to turn off all but one

NW in a group.As described in Section II-C the regions are arranged inn cycles where a cycle

requires2w MWs. The randomizedn-cycle decoder is designed to activate one ofw NWs with

high probability. As shown in Lemma III.1, this requires both a left and right LR boundary fall

into each of thew − 1 interNW regions.

During manufacture, then cycles of the decoder are placed using some number of masks.

Associated with each mask is a phase difference,θ. Theθ’s are uniformly distributed independent

random variables. Givenθ, we know the nominal positions of all LR boundaries producedby

that mask. We assume that each LR boundary varies independently about its nominal position

according to some unimodal symmetric distribution centered at 0.

We consider two models for assignment of cycles to masks. In the first, thecoarse-grained

model, we assume that the LRs under each MW are on separate masks. Thus, this model has

2nw different masks and one phase difference r.v. per mask,{θt | 1 ≤ t ≤ 2nw}. In the second,

the fine-grained model, we assume each mask places one or more cycles.

A randomizedn-cycle mask-based decoderhasN/w groups ofw NWs. The decoder controls

all N NWs if each NW in each set ofw NWs is individually addressable. If there arem masks,

let θ = (θ1, . . . , θm) denote the set ofm phase differences of these masks. For1 ≤ l ≤ N/w,

let Fl(θ) denote thefailure to control all w NWs associated with thelth set of NWs given a

value for θ. Let F (θ) be the event that some NW in some set ofN/w NWs is not controllable.

It follows that F (θ) is the union of the eventsFl(θ), 1 ≤ l ≤ N/w. That is,

F (θ) = F1(θ) ∪ · · · ∪ FN/w(θ)

The unconditional probability of failure to control allN NWs, Pr(F ), is the average of

Pr(F (θ)) over all them values of the phase difference.

Pr(F ) =

(

1

ρ

)m
∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2
· · ·

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2
Pr(F (θ)) dθ1 · · · dθm

Below we use the principle of inclusion and exclusion to boundPr(F ).
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Theorem V.1 The probabilityPr(F ) has the following bounds whenQ ≤ 1/2.

Q(1 − Q/2) < Pr(F ) ≤ Q

whereQ = ρ−m(N/w)
∫ ρ/2
−ρ/2 · · ·

∫ ρ/2
−ρ/2 Pr(F1(θ)) dθ1 · · · dθm.

Proof: When the principle of inclusion and exclusion is used, the conditional probability

Pr(F (θ)) has the following bounds.

Q(θ) −
∑

l<m

Pr(Fl(θ) ∩ Fm(θ)) ≤ Pr(F (θ)) ≤ Q(θ)

HereQ(θ) =
∑N/w

l=1 Pr(Fl(θ)). Because the conditioned eventsFl(θ) are assumed to be statisti-

cally independent,Pr(Fl(θ) ∩ Fm(θ)) = Pr(Fl(θ))Pr(Fm(θ)).

Let Q be the average ofQ(θ), that is,Q = ρ−m
∫ ρ/2
−ρ/2 · · ·

∫ ρ/2
−ρ/2 Q(θ) dθ1 · · · dθm. Because the

eventsFl(θ) are identically distributed,Q = (N/w)Pr(F1(θ)) wherePr(F1(θ)) is defined below.

Pr(F1(θ)) = ρ−m
∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2
· · ·

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2
Pr(F1(θ)) dθ1 · · · dθm

The sum in the above lower bound has(N/w)(N/w−1)/2 terms. Each termPr(Fl(θ))Pr(Fm(θ))

is a product of statistically independent and identically distributed r.v.s. Thus, its average over

θ is (N/w)(N/w − 1)
(

Pr(F1(θ))
)2

/2. BecauseQ = (N/w)Pr(F1(θ)), this average becomes

((N/w − 1)/(N/w)) Q2/2 which is less thanQ2/2, giving the desired result.

Since the goal is to makeQ very small,Q andPr(F ) are very close. In the remainder of this

paper we approximate the probability of failure to control all N NWs by Q.

Recall thatFl(θ) is the event that between every pair ofw NWs we collect at least one left

LR boundary and one right LR boundary given the phase differencesθ. Let L (R) be the event

that some left (right) LR boundary fails to be collected. Then Pr(L ∪ R) is the probability that

one or the other type of boundary fails to be collected. It follows that

max(Pr(L), Pr(R)) ≤ Pr(L ∪ R) ≤ Pr(L) + Pr(R)

Lemma V.1 The probability of a failure to collect both left LR and rightLR boundaries between

every pair ofN NWs is within a factor of two of the probability of a failure to collect just left

(or right) LR boundaries between every pair ofN NWs.

In light of the above fact,we consider only the collection of left LR boundaries.
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In the next section we model the collection of LR left boundaries as variants of the coupon

collector problem. When there is one mask for each LR under each MW, this problem is modeled

by the coupon collector problem with failures (Section VI-A). When all LRs are produced by

one mask, this is modeled by the targeted coupon collector problem (Section VI-B). In the final

case when multiple cycles are produced by multiple masks, the problem is a multi-stage version

of the latter problem (Section VI-C).

VI. COUPONCOLLECTION

In this section we analyze three increasingly general variants of the standard coupon collector

problem: a) the coupon collector problem with failures, b) the targeted coupon collector problem,

and c) the multi-stage targeted coupon collector problem. These generalizations are motivated

by the cyclic placement of LRs in mask-based decoders. They are used in Section VII to analyze

the randomizedn-cycle mask-based decoder.

A. The Coupon Collector Problem with Failures

In the classic coupon collector problem, one ofC coupons is randomly collected during

each ofT trials. Trials are independent and each coupon is selected with probability 1/C. We

introduce thecoupon collector problem with failure (CCF) in which on each trial either a

coupon fails to be collected with probabilitypf (this models a LR boundary that falls outside

of an interNW region) or a coupon is collected with probability (1− pf )/C. T is chosen so that

all coupons are collected with high probability.

Theorem VI.1 Let ΓCCF be the probability of failing to collect allC coupons inT trials when

each trial has probability of failurepf = 1 − ps and the probability of selecting theith coupon

is pi = ps/C for 1 ≤ i ≤ C. Then,ΓCCF and T satisfy the following bounds:

z(1 − z/2) ≤ ΓCCF ≤ z

wherez = C(1−ps/C)T . LetφCCF = −C ln(1−ps/C). Whenz is small, minimizingz minimizes

the bound onΓCCC . Then,

C

φCCF

ln

(

C

ΓCCF (1 + ΓCCF )

)

≤ T ≤ C

φCCF

ln
(

C

ΓCCF

)
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whenΓCCF ≤
√

2 − 1. φCCF satisfiesps ≤ φCCF ≤ ps(1 + ps/C) if C ≥ 2. The bounds onT

are minimized by maximizingφCCC .

Proof: Theorem VI.1 is a special case of Theorem VI.2 below. Whenpr = ps/C for all

r, z andφ are the same as defined above.

B. The Targeted Coupon Collector Problem

We further generalize the coupon collector problem by allowing each trial to “target” a

certain coupon. We call this thetargeted coupon collector problem. As before, trials fail with

probability pf , but when a failure does not occur, each coupon is collected with a probability

that is a function of the distance of the coupon from the targeted location. Letp0, p1, ..., pC−1 be

these probabilities. Clearly,pf +
∑C−1

r=0 pr = 1. The targeted coupon collector problem reduces

to the coupon collector problem with failures whenpr = ps/C for all r.

Associated with each trial is a coupontj, 1 ≤ j ≤ T , that is targeted. The probability that

the jth trial collects theith coupon ispr(i,j), wherer(i, j) = (i− tj) mod C. This has the effect

of targeting the coupons in a cyclic fashion.

ConsiderC bins placed in a circle. At each ofT trials, a ball is thrown from directly overhead.

A trial collects theith coupon if it lands in theith bin. Each throw is aimed at a particular bin,

tj. The likelihood that a ball hits its target is alwaysp0. The probability that a ball deviates

one bin to the right isp1. The probability that a ball deviates one bin to the left ispC−1. The

probability that a ball fails to land in any bin at all ispf . Clearly in this model, the probability

that the ball hits a bin is independent oftj.

As before, we wish to know how largeT must be so that all coupons are collected with high

probability. We are free to assign any value to eachtj, but we require these values to be chosen

in advance. Eachtj cannot be based on the outcomes of previous trials. In our model we assume

that each value oftj is chosen an equal number of times and thatT is a multiple ofC. This

is equivalent to cycling through allC coupons multiple times. Thus, we lettj = j mod C and

call this thecyclic coupon collector problem (CCC).

Theorem VI.2 Let ΓCCC be the probability of failing to collect allC coupons inT trials, T a

multiple ofC, in the cyclic coupon collector problem when each trial has probability of failure

pf = 1 − ps and the probability of collecting theith coupon on thejth trial is pr(i,j), where
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r(i, j) = (i − j) mod C. Then,ΓCCC and T satisfy the following bounds

z(1 − z/2) ≤ ΓCCC ≤ z

where z = C
∏C−1

r=0 (1 − pr)
T/C = Ce−φCCCT/C and φCCC = −∑C−1

r=0 ln(1 − pr). Whenz is

small, minimizingz minimizes the bound onΓCCC . Then,

C

φCCC

ln

(

C

ΓCCC(1 + ΓCCC)

)

≤ T ≤ C

φCCC

ln
(

C

ΓCCC

)

whenΓCCC ≤
√

2 − 1. ps ≤ φCCC ≤ ps +
∑C−1

r=0 p2
r whenpr ≤ .5 whereps =

∑C−1
r=0 pr. The

bounds onT are minimized by maximizingφCCC .

Proof: We use the principle of inclusion/exclusion. LetEi be the event thatith coupon is

not collected afterT trials and letΓCCC = P (E0 ∪ . . . ∪ EC−1).

We assume that coupons are targeted in a cyclic fashion. LetE ′

i be the event that theith

coupon is not collected afterC trials. The probability that theith coupon is not collected on the

jth trial is (1 − pr(i,j)), wherer(i, j) = (i − j) mod C. In C consecutive trials,r(i, j) will take

on every value from 0 toC − 1. Since trials are independent,

P (E ′

i) =
C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr)

Now let Ei be the event that theith coupon is not collected in any of theT trials, T a multiple

of C. SinceP (Ei) = P (E ′

i)
T/C ,

P (Ei) =
C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr)
T/C

which is independent ofi.

Now boundP (Eh∩Ei). Observe that thehth andith coupons are not collected on thejth trial

with probability (1− pr(h,j) − pr(i,j)). Since(1− a− b) ≤ (1− a)(1− b), (1− pr(h,j) − pr(i,j)) ≤
(1 − pr(h,j))(1 − pr(i,j)). As before, overC consecutive trials,r(h, j) and r(i, j) range over all

values from 0 toC − 1. Reordering terms allows us to write,

P (Eh ∩ Ei) = P (E ′

h ∩ E ′

i)
T/C ≤

[

C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr)
C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr)

]T/C

= P (Ei)
2
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Applying the principle of inclusion and exclusion we have that

C−1
∑

i=0

P (Ei) −
∑

h<i

P (Ei)
2 ≤ ΓCCC ≤

C−1
∑

i=0

P (Ei)

Since
∑

h<i P (Ei)
2 ≤

(

∑C−1
i=0 P (Ei)

)2
/2, this yields the following bounds

z(1 − z/2) ≤ ΓCCC ≤ z

wherez =
∑C−1

i=0 P (Ei). The inequalityz(1 − z/2) ≤ δ implies thatz ≤ 1 −
√

1 − 2δ. In turn,

this implies thatz ≤ δ(1 + δ) whenδ ≤
√

2 − 1. Thus, if ΓCCF ≤
√

2 − 1

ΓCCC ≤ z ≤ ΓCCC(1 + ΓCCC)

whenΓCCC ≤
√

2− 1. Substituting inz = C
∏C−1

r=0 (1 − pr)
T/C = Ce−φCCCT/C , whereφCCC =

−∑C−1
r=0 ln(1 − pr), gives,

C

φCCC

ln

(

C

ΓCCC(1 + ΓCCC)

)

≤ T ≤ C

φCCC

ln
(

C

ΓCCC

)

.

Finally since−x(1 + x) ≤ ln(1 − x) ≤ −x whenx ≤ .5,
∑C−1

r=0 pr ≤ φCCC ≤ ∑C−1
r=0 (pr + p2

r).

Thus,ps ≤ φCCC ≤ ps +
∑C−1

r=0 p2
r whenpr ≤ .5 whereps =

∑C−1
r=0 pr.

It is of interest to know how sensitive the bounds onT are to the probability distribution

{p0, p1, . . . , pC−1}. When all probabilities are the same, that is,pi = ps/C, the cyclic coupon

collector problem is equivalent to the standard coupon collector problem with failure. In this

case,φCCC = −C ln(1 − ps/C) and the bounds are the same.

Now consider a distribution that is far from uniform, one that is concentrated on justC = 3

points. If p0 = p1 = p2 = 1/4 andps = 3/4, thenφCCC = 3 ln(4/3) = .86. On the other hand,

φCCF = −C ln(1 − ps/C) ≈ ps whenC ≥ 10 andps ≈ .5. In this case,φCCF ≈ φCCC and the

two bounds differ by a constant factor close to 1. Even if our ability to target specific coupons

is good, the bounds onT continue to grow asC ln(C/δ) whereδ is the probability of failing

to collect all coupons. Collecting all coupons remains difficult.

C. The Multi-Stage Targeted Coupon Collector Problem

The targeted coupon collector problem is now generalized tom “stages” where each stage

captures the variation introduced by using a new mask. It is an extension of the cyclic coupon
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collection problem. In this problem, for some integerTµ divisible by C, a stage is a set ofTµ

trials where thejth coupon,tj, is targetedTµ/C times. Associated with each stage is a uniformly

distributed r.v.θ ∈ [−ρ/2, ρ/2] such that the probability of collecting a coupon targeted ata

location i places away ispi(θ), 0 ≤ i ≤ C − 1, a continuous function ofθ. Also, ps(θ) =

1− pf (θ) = p0(θ) + · · ·+ pC−1(θ) wherepf (θ) is the failure to collect any coupon on one trial.

In addition, the stage r.v.sθ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm) are statistically independent. We call this the

multi-stage targeted coupon collector problem.

Because this problem models ann-cycle randomized mask-based decoder, we are free to

consider putting either one or multiple cycles on one stage.Thus, we would like to know how

the failure probabilityΓMM = P (E0 ∪ E1 ∪ . . . ∪ EC−1) depends on the number of cycles per

stage. We show that it is smallest when each stage contains one cycle.

Theorem VI.3 Let ΓMS be the probability of failure to collect all coupons in the multi-stage

targeted coupon collection problem withm stages inT trials when there areTµ cycles in the

µth stage,Tµ a multiple ofC, 1 ≤ µ ≤ m, and T = T1 + · · ·Tm where the stage r.v.sθ are

statistically independent. Then,ΓMS and T satisfy the following bounds.

z(1 − z/2) ≤ ΓMS ≤ z

wherez = Ce−φMST/C and φMS = − ln
∏m

µ=1

(

1
ρ

∫ ρ/2
−ρ/2

(

∏C−1
r=0 (1 − pr(θµ))

)Tµ/C
dθµ

)

C

φMS

ln

(

C

ΓMS(1 + ΓMS)

)

≤ T ≤ C

φMS

ln
(

C

ΓMS

)

whenΓCCC ≤
√

2 − 1.

Whenz is small, minimizingz (maximizingφMS) minimizes the bound onΓMS. The quantity

z is minimized by placing each cycle in a separate stage in whichcasez satisfies the following

bound.

z ≥ C

(

1

ρ

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr(θµ)) dθµ

)T/C

Proof: We use the principle of inclusion/exclusion in whichEi is the event thatith coupon

is not collected afterT trials and we letΓMS = P (E0 ∪ . . . ∪ EC−1).

We derive bounds on the failure event conditioned on the r.v.s θ, namely,ΓMS(θ) = P (E0 ∪
E1 ∪ . . . ∪ EC−1 | θ) and then average the bounds over all values ofθ.
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Let Eµ
i be the event that theith coupon fails to be collected duringTµ trials in theµth stage.

It follows that Ei = E1
i ∩ · · · ∩Em

i where{E1
i , E

2
i , . . . , E

m
i } are statistically independent given

the parametersθ. It follows that the conditional probabilities factor, as stated below.

P (Ei | θ) = Pr(E
1
i | θ1) · · ·P (Em

i | θm)

To employ the principle of inclusion/exclusion we derive a bound on the conditional probability

P (Eh∩Ei | θ). Using the definition of these two events and the reasoning employed in the proof

of Theorem VI.2 we have the following bound.

P (Eh ∩ Ei | θ1, θ2, . . . , θm) ≤
m
∏

µ=1

P 2(Eµ
i | θµ)

HereP (Eµ
i | θµ) is independent ofi although it is dependent onθµ.

Averaging the bounds overθ and applying the reasoning of the proof of Theorem VI.2, we

have thatz(1 − z/2) ≤ ΓMS ≤ z where

z =

(

1

ρ

)m
∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2
· · ·

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

C
∑

i=1

P (Ei | θ) dθ =
C
∑

i=1

m
∏

µ=1

(

1

ρ

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2
P (Eµ

i | θµ) dθµ

)

= C
m
∏

µ=1





1

ρ

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

(

C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr(θµ))

)Tµ/C

dθµ



 = Ce−φMST/C

The latter result follows becauseP (Eµ
i | θµ) is independent ofi.

A lower bound toz follows from a lower bound to1
ρ

∫ ρ/2
−ρ/2

(

∏C−1
r=0 (1 − pr(θµ))

)Tµ/C
dθµ.

Holder’s inequality is stated below where1/p + 1/q = 1 andp, q ≥ 1.

∫

X
|f(y)g(y)| dy ≤

(∫

X
|f(y)|p dy

)1/p (∫

X
|g(y)|q dy

)1/q

Let X = [−ρ/2, ρ/2], f(y) =
(

∏C−1
r=0 (1 − pr(θµ))

)

and g(y) = 1/ρ. Then, the inequality

becomes the following.

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

1

ρ
f(y) dy ≤

(

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2
f(y)p dy

)1/p (
∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2
ρ−q dy

)1/q

=

(

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

1

ρ
f(y)p dy

)1/p

Here we have used the fact that(1/q) − 1 = −1/p. Consequently, whenp = Tµ/C

1

ρ

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

(

C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr(θµ))

)Tµ/C

dθµ ≥
(

1

ρ

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr(θµ)) dθµ

)Tµ/C

.
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This implies the following lower bound toz.

z ≥ C
m
∏

µ=1

(

1

ρ

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr(θµ)) dθµ

)Tµ/C

= C

(

1

ρ

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

C−1
∏

r=0

(1 − pr(θµ)) dθµ

)T/C

But this is the bound that applies when each cycle is placed on aseparate stage.

VII. PERFORMANCE OF THERANDOMIZED n-CYCLE MASK-BASED DECODER

In this section we bound the number of MWs required to control all NWs in a randomized

n-cycle contact group mask-based decoder. We consider two models for random placement of

LRs a) thecourse-grained modelin which each LR is placed independently using a separate

mask, and a)the fine-grained model in which LRs are placed using masks that contain one

or more cycle. The course grained-model provides a conservative upper bound on the number

of MWs required to control all NWs with high probability. The fine-grained model provides an

upper bound on the number of MWs required using more optimistic assumptions.

A. The Coarse-Grained Model

In the coarse-grained model each LR is placed on a separate mask. Since we assume that

mask displacement can be at least 50-100nm, this is comparable to the number of NWs (which

might be as small as ten but could be larger) that are expectedto fall under the smallest LR.

Thus, one can view the LR boundaries as equally likely to fallbetween any pair ofw NWs.

Only one of the two boundaries of a given LR falls within a setw NWs. Thus, we can treat

each boundary displacement as a uniformly distributed r.v.because all of its variation is in the

displacement of the mask.

The randomizedn-cycle mask-based decoderactivates one set ofw NWs in a group and

contains one linear decoder withn cycles for each group. Each linear decoder addresses one

NW by deactivating all but one of thesew NWs. Theorem V.1 provides tight bounds on the

probabilityP (F ) that not all NWs can be addressed. This bound is the sum of the probabilities of

a failure to have a NW be addressable in one or more of theN/w sets ofw NWs. For each NW

to be addressable a left and a right NW boundary must fall in the interNW region between every

adjacent pair of NWs. We consider only the collection of left LR boundaries and incur a penalty

of at most a factor of two, as explained at the end of Section V.The probability that there is a
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LR left NW boundary between each pair of NWs is modeled by the coupon collector problem

with failures. The probability of failure to collect all coupons is bounded in Theorem VI.1. We

use the upper bound onT to obtain the following bound on the total probability of failure,

P (Fcg) for the coarse-grained case.

Theorem VII.1 The probability of a failure to address all NWs in the coarse-grained model,

P (Fcg), satisfiesP (Fcg) ≤ ǫ, whenT , the number of MWs in the linear portion of the randomized

mask-based decoder, is chosen as follows.

T =
w − 1

ps

ln
[(

2N

ǫ

)(

w − 1

w

)]

The smallest value ofT that satisfiesP (Fcg) ≤ ǫ is close this value whenǫ is small.

Proof: As shown in Section V,P (Fcg) is at most twice the sum of the probabilities of

failing to collect all LR left boundaries inN/w sets ofw NWs. That is,P (Fcg) ≤ 2(N/w)ΓCCF

whereΓCCF is the probability of failure to collectC = w − 1 coupons when theith coupon

is collected with probabilitypi = ps/C and ps = 1 − pf whereps and pf are the probabilities

of success and failure in collecting coupons. IfT is chosen so thatΓCCF = (ǫw)/(2N), then

P (Fcg) ≤ ǫ. We use the bounds of Theorem VI.1 to boundT when ΓCCF = (ǫw)/(2N). In

particular, if T = C
ps

ln
(

C
δ

)

, P (Fcg) ≤ ǫ. By examining the steps in the approximations, it is

clear that this bound is tight whenǫ is small.

Performance of the Model:The numberT of MWs in the linear portion of the decoder to

ensure that the probability of failing to address allN NWs in the coarse-grained model is very

close to((w − 1)/ps) ln(2N/ǫ) when w ≥ 10, which is logarithmic in2N with an additive

term proportional to− ln ǫ. The denominatorps is the probability that a LR boundary succeeds

in falling into an interNW region. Because an interNW region is slightly more than the space

between two NWs,ps ≥ .5. HenceT ≥ 2(w − 1) ln(2N/ǫ).

Consider a concrete example in which there arew = 10 NWs per group,N = 1, 000, and

ǫ = .01, that is, success is achieved in controlling allN NWs with probability .99 or higher. In

this case,T ≥ 220. This is a very large number of MWs.

This value forT should be compared toTall.diff , the number of trials for the “all different”

encoded-NW decoder described in [18] where it is shown thatTall.diff ≥ ⌈2.2 log2 N⌉ + 11

suffices to controlN NWs with failure probabilityǫ = .01. When w = 10, N = 1, 000,
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Tall.diff = 33 MWs can control 1,000 NWs with probability .99. The method of [18] requires

a very large number,C, of differently encoded NW types. In particular,C may be more than

10,000. This number can be greatly reduced with a small effect on T using decoding strategies

analyzed in [19].

As these calculations illustrate, the randomized mask-based decoder for the coarse-grained

model requires many more MWs to decodeN NWs than other decoders whenN is 1,000 or

more. We now explore the case when multiple cycles are placedon one mask.

B. The Fine-Grained Model

In the fine-grained model several masks may be used. The mask phase differences are indepen-

dent and uniformly distributed r.v.s. The displacement of LR boundaries are small and modeled

by the multi-stage targeted coupon collection problem. As with the coarse-grained model, the

problem of failure to address allN NWs, P (Ffg), is closely approximated by2(N/w)ΓMS

whereΓMS is the probability of failure to collectC = w − 1 coupons when theith coupon is

collected with probabilitypi(θ) on a mask with phase differenceθ.

As shown in Theorem VI.3, the probability of failure to collect all coupons in the multi-state

coupon collection problem is smallest when each cycle of MWs occurs in a different stage. We

summarize the result below.

Theorem VII.2 The probability of a failure to address all NWs in the fine-grained model

satisfies,P (Ffg) ≤ ǫ, whenT , the number of MWs in the linear portion of the randomized

mask-based decoder, is chosen as follows.

T =
w − 1

φMS

ln
[(

2N

ǫ

)(

w − 1

w

)]

whereφMS is defined below.

φMS = − ln

(

1

ρ

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2

w−2
∏

r=0

(1 − pr(θµ)) dθµ

)

The smallest value ofT that satisfiesP (Fcg) ≤ ǫ is close this value whenǫ is small.

Proof: As with the previous proof, we observe thatP (Fcg) at most twice the sum of

the probabilities of failing to collect all LR left boundaries in N/w sets ofw NWs. That is,

P (Fcg) ≤ 2(N/w)ΓMS whereΓMS is the probability of failure to collectC = w− 1 coupons in
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the multi-stage coupon collection problem when theith coupon on a mask with phase difference

θ is collected with probabilitypi(θ). The bounds of Theorem VI.3 onΓMS are z(1 − z/2) ≤
ΓMS ≤ z wherez = (w − 1)e−φMST/(w−1). Whenz is small,φMS is approximated byz, which

provides the desired result.

The bound onT for the fine-grained case is identical to that given for the coarse-grained

model except that the denominator termps is replaced byφMS. Observe thatφMS is increased

andT decreased if the product term in the definition ofφMS is reduced.

Lemma VII.1 The factorφMS satisfies the following bound whereps(θ) is the probability that

a LR left boundary falls into an interNW region.

φMS ≤ −ln

(

1 − 1

ρ

∫ ρ/2

−ρ/2
ps(θ) dθ

)

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that(1 − a)(1 − b) ≥ (1 − a − b).

Performance of the Model:Given that a mask is uniformly distributed,1
ρ

∫ ρ/2
−ρ/2 ps(θ) dθ is close

to 1/2 if the width and space of NWs are equal to one half the NW pitch. Thus,φMS is close

to ln 2 = .7. Sinceps from the bound for the coarse-grained case is about .5, we conclude that

the number of MWs required is approximately(.5/.7)∗220 ≈ 157. The randomized mask-based

decoder is inefficient even when the location of LR boundaries can be tightly controlled.

VIII. P RACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The mask-based decoder requires a large number of MWs to control all NWs with high

probability. In this section wedescribeseveral practical considerations that may make mask-

based decoding more attractive.

A. Address Translation Circuitry

To use a NW crossbar as a memory, each external binary addressmust be mapped to a

different pair of orthogonal NWs. All three types of decodersdescribed in Section II introduce

uncertainty with regard which MWs address which NWs. As a result, programmable address

translation circuitry (ATC) is required to map binary addresses to subsets of MWs.

When performing this mapping, we assume that each external binary address is dividedinto

high and low order bits. Each of these binary sequences is used to separately address a NW along

each dimension of the crossbar. ATC for each dimension maps the supplied binary sequence,B,
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to a contact groupσ and a subset of MWs,M. When the MWs inM are turned on, a NW in

σ is addressed. The NW addressed by eachB must be unique.

If each contact group has exactlyw addressable NWs, the mapping fromB to σ is fixed, it

does not vary from decoder for decoder. Furthermore, ifw is a power of 2, we can simply take

σ to be the high order bits ofB. For M, however, we cannot use the low order bits ofB. The

subsets of MWs used to address individual NWs varies from contact group to contact group,

and from decoder to decoder.

For eachB, the ATC must store a value forM. The number of bits required for eachM is at

mostM , since any subset ofM MWs can be specified usingM bits.M bits are necessary if most

of the 2M subsets appear with approximately equal frequency. This holds for both differentiated

NW decoders and randomized contact decoders, which useΩ(M) = Ω(log N) bits per address.

In mask-based decoders, however, each NW can be addressed using just two MWs, one MW

to turn off all NWs to its left, the other to turn off all NWs to itsright. Since eachM is a

subset of two MWs, it can be stored using2 log(M) = Ω(log N) bits. Even though mask-based

decoders require a large number of MWs, they do not require significantly largerATC than other

decoders.

B. Alternative Addressing Strategies

We have computed bounds on the number of MWs required so that every NW in every contact

group is addressable with high probability1− ǫ. As explained in Section VII, this is equivalent

to requiring any given contact group have all NWs addressablewith probability approximately

ǫ/(N/w). HereN/w, the number of contact groups, is on the order of 100.

As explained in [19] and [20], the number of MWs can be reduced if we relax the requirement

that all NWs in all contact groups be addressable and modify the ATC accordingly. One approach

is to require only most contact groups to have every NW addressable. If only a small number

of contact groups fail to have every NW addressable, we can store each group that has failed in

the ATC, and have it skip these groups when mapping binary addresses to contact groups.

This alternative addressing strategy is illustrated in thefollowing example. Suppose every

contact group has every NW addressable with probability.955. By computing the tail of a

binomial distribution withp = .955 andN = 100, one can show that, with probability .99, no

more than 10 of 100 contact groups fail. This only decreases the number of addressable NWs
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by a factor of 10 (fromNw to 0.9Nw), but since each contact group need only have every

NW addressable with probability.045, that is,ǫ = .045, from the theorems in Section VII, the

number of MWs is reduced by a factor of 2 (compareln(2∗9∗100/.01) to ln(2∗9/.045)). This

still implies that more than 70 MWs are required, which is significantly more than the number

required by other decoding technologies when using the sameaddressing strategy. Under the

same conditions less than 30 MWs are necessary when either an encoded-NW or randomized-

contact decoder is used [19], [29].

IX. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the randomizedn-cycle mask-based decoder, a new method for addressing

NWs by interposing lithographically defined high-K dielectric regions between NWs and MWs

[17]. The process of placing LRs is stochastic due to two factors: a) the absolute location of

masks relative to NWs is difficult to control and b) small random variations will occur in the

relative placement of LRs relative to one another. We have created models for the stochastic

assembly of this decoder to account for these variations.

We have established conditions that LR boundaries must satisfy to ensure that all NWs in a

set of w NWs can be individually addressed, namely, both a LR right andleft boundary must

fall between each pair of NWs.

We have modeled the satisfaction of this condition as the collection of coupons in variants of

the classical coupon collector problem. We have introducedthree models, thecoupon collector

problem with failures, the multi-stage targeted coupon collector problem, and themulti-stage

multi-stage targeted coupon collector problem. The first problem is the classical problem except

that coupons may fail to be collected. The second is like the first except that over a series of trials

each coupon is targeted the same number of times although nearby coupons may be collected

instead. The third is the same as the second except that the trials are grouped into a series of

stages wherein the probabilities associated with collecting coupons in a stage are parametrized

with a different random variable for each stage. The coupon collector problems that we present

are of interest in their own right and may be useful in studying problems unrelated to mask-based

decoding.

When our bounds are converted into numerical values representing typical cases, we find

that the randomized mask-based decoder requires almost an order of magnitude more MWs to
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address all NWs than the encoded-NW decoder. In both [19] and [20] it was demonstrated that

relaxing the requirement that all NWs in all contact groups beaddressable results in a substantial

reduction in the number of MWs. Although this is also true for mask-based decoders, they still

require significantly more MWs than either an encoded-NW or randomized-contact decoder.

A key lesson to be learned from these results is that it is difficult to individually address NWs

if it is very likely that two adjacent NWs either are both controlled or both not controlled by

any given MW. A strong correlation of this kind is a key characteristic of the randomized mask-

based decoder. When NWs are differentiated before their random selection for deposition on a

chip, this correlation disappears. A strong lack of correlation is also exhibited by the randomized

contact decoder [15], [16],which requires fewer NWs.
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